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TODAY’S  QUOTE







Averring(Verb): To assert or affirm with 

confidence; declare in a positive or peremptory 

manner.

Iterations(Noun): The repetition of a process in 

order to generate a (possibly unbounded) 

sequence of outcomes.





Leverage(Noun) : फ़ायद़ा उठ़ाऩा

Meaning : The ability to influence situations or people 

so that you can control what happens. 

Synonyms: Grasp , Advantage

Antonyms : Demotion , Liability

Sentence: We will also explore how to leverage 

technology to enhance Africa's higher education goals.



Lingering(Adj.) : सुस्त

Meaning : Lasting a long time

Synonyms: Enduring , Surviving

Antonyms: Ending , Temporary

Sentence: He hoped that he made the right decision by 

selling his home, but lingering doubts still filled the 

man's mind.



Cartography(Noun) : म़ानचित्रण

Meaning : The art or process of drawing or making 

maps

Synonyms: Physiography

Sentence: I managed to get a job two weeks after I got 

out of prison -- at a computer cartography firm.



Carved(Verb) : नक़्क़ाशीद़ार

Meaning : To make or shape by or as by cutting

Synonyms: Sculpt , Etch

Antonyms: Combine , MEnd

Sentence: She carved a flower out of a radish.



Resorted(Verb) : सह़ाऱा लेऩा

Meaning : To do or use (something) especially because 

no other choices are possible.

Sentence: The angry protestors resorted to violence.



Timber(Noun) : लकडी

Meaning : Wood that is going to be used for building

Synonyms : Lumber , Plank

Sentence: Trees provide timber for building, as well as 

food and shelter for animals.



Pursuit(Noun) : लक्ष्य

Meaning : Process of trying to achieve something

Synonyms: Chasing , Hounding

Antonyms: Retreat , Surrender

Sentence: The police officer is in pursuit of the escaped 

prisoner.



Miscreants(Noun): बदम़ाश

Meaning : Someone who behaves badly or does not 

obey rules

Synonyms: Culprit , Offender

Antonyms: Innocent , Saint

Sentence: The principal took the miscreant out of my 

classroom and placed him in the in-school suspension 

room.



Gheraoed(Verb) : घेऱाव चकय़ा

Meaning : Protest involving surrounding someone until 

demands are met.

Synonyms: Strike , Stoppage

Sentence: Hundreds of farmers living in border areas 

on Tuesday gheraoed the office of the Deputy 

Commissioner of Amritsar to press for their demands 

of being provided basic facilities



Intercept(Verb) : ब़ाध़ा ड़ालऩा

Meaning : To stop, seize, or interrupt in progress or 

course or before arrival.

Synonyms: Impede , Ambush

Antonyms: Release , Allow

Sentence: The police intercepted him as he was 

walking out.



WORD POWER



Find Out ?

Vulnerable(Adj.): जो सहज में घ़ायल हो

सके

Meaning : Weak and easy to hurt 

physically or emotionally

Spike(Noun) : प्रव़ाह में क्षचणक 

पररवततन

Meaning : To rise to a higher 

amount, price, or level



Find Out ?

Recombinant(Noun): पुनयोगज

Meaning : Produced by combining genetic 

material from different places

Concomitant(Adj.): सहग़ामी

Meaning : Existing or occurring at 

the same time



Find Out ?

Comorbidity(Noun): स़ाथ की बीम़ाररय़ाां

Meaning : More than one 

disease/condition is present in a person at 

the same time.

Lethality(Noun): घ़ातकत़ा

Meaning : Extremely dangerous



Find Out ?

Envisages(Verb): पररकल्पऩा करऩा

Meaning : To imagine or expect 

something in the future

Severity: सख़्ती

Meaning : Seriousness



Find Out ?

Demit(Verb) : पदत्य़ाग करऩा

Meaning : To resign (a job, public office, 

etc.)

Whimsy(Noun): सनकीपन

Meaning : Unusual, funny, and pleasant 

ideas or qualities



Disquiet in the Northeast: On Assam-

Meghalaya boundary dispute 



ARTICLE

Boundary disputes between States should be resolved quickly

On November 22, five villagers from Meghalaya and an Assam forest 

guard were killed and two others were seriously injured in a firing 

incident along the boundary between the two States. The Assam 

government said the incident happened after its forest guards tried to 

intercept a truck smuggling illegal timber. When the truck was 

stopped, the forest personnel were gheraoed by unknown miscreants 

who resorted to violence, according to Assam, which maintains that the 

staff resorted to firing to save their lives. Meghalaya Chief Minister 

Conrad Sangma said on Twitter that the Assam police and Assam 

forest guards entered Meghalaya and “resorted to unprovoked firing”. 

Versions differ and both States have instituted separate inquiries, but 

the mistrust and underlying conflicts in the northeast that lead to such 

incidents are deeper. Assam and Meghalaya have a five-decade old 

boundary dispute. Meghalaya, carved out of Assam as an autonomous 

region in 1970, became a full-fledged State in 1972.



In March, Assam and Meghalaya resolved the boundary dispute 

at six out of total 12 such locations along their 884.9 km 

boundary, and the next round of talks was to take place soon. 

Though the latest flare-up did not arise out of this dispute, it 

happened along a disputed border stretch.

Assam has boundary disputes at various points in time with the 

States carved out of it — Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, 

Meghalaya and Mizoram. Last year, the police forces of Assam 

and Mizoram clashed, killing five on the Assam side. Dozens of 

people have died in conflicts along State borders in the northeast 

over the years. Union Home Minister Amit Shah had asked 

Assam to take the lead in resolving the lingering disputes, which 

have their origins in the colonial cartography that overlooked the 

life patterns of local communities. 



Traditional hunting, grazing and farming grounds of 

communities got divided by modern administrative boundaries at 

many places. When new States were formed, such concerns 

acquired a more serious nature, and the Naga demand for a 

unified homeland that is now spread beyond the State of 

Nagaland is instructive. It is unfortunate and tragic that States 

that are part of the Indian Union are involved in violent clashes 

with one another. The BJP is in government in much of the 

northeast and has the leverage to aim for a comprehensive 

resolution of all outstanding disputes in the region. Communities 

will have to be taken into confidence, and boundaries adjusted. In 

any case, these man-made lines should not be allowed to restrict 

the movement of people in pursuit of a livelihood.
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